
IN PERSON & PREVIEWS 
Talent Q&As and rare appearances, plus a chance for you to catch the latest film and TV before anyone else 
 
TV Preview: His Dark Materials + intro by actors Dafne Keen and Ruth Wilson (more tba) 
BBC-Bad Wolf-New Line Cinema-HBO-2019. Dirs Tom Hooper, Otto Bathurst, Jamie Childs, Dawn Shadforth, 
Euros Lyn. With Dafne Keen, James McAvoy, Ruth Wilson, Lin-Manuel Miranda. 60min 
The His Dark Materials series by Philip Pullman has been published in more than 40 languages and sold close   
to 18 million copies worldwide – its mix of magic and theology proving a hit with both children and adults. For 
one of the year’s most anticipated television events, an extraordinary cast and creative team has been 
assembled to bring Pullman’s compelling parallel world to life. Be sure to join us for a preview of this 
remarkable fantasy adventure.  
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less) 
TUE 15 OCT 18:15 BFI IMAX 
 
Preview: Meeting Gorbachov + Q&A 
UK-Germany-USA 2018. Dirs Werner Herzog, Andre Singer. 90min. Digital. Cert tbc. Courtesy of Altitude 
Entertainment 
This heartfelt documentary centres on a number of interviews Herzog undertook with Mikhail Gorbachev, 
former President of the Soviet Union and architect of its democratisation and reformation. Around these 
encounters are added fascinating historical footage from Gorbachev’s early life and views from his closest 
friends and political contemporaries. What emerges is an absorbing, Herzogian portrait of a key player in 20th-
century politics. Essential viewing for current world leaders...  
See bfi.org.uk for updates on special guests  
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less) 
THU 24 OCT 18:10 NFT1 
 

Preview: Luce 
USA 2019. Dir Julius Onah. With Naomi Watts, Octavia Spencer, Kelvin Harrison Jr, Tim Roth. 109min. Digital. 
Cert tbc 
This gripping psychological thriller marks Julius Onah (The Cloverfield Paradox) as one of cinema’s most 
exciting emerging voices. Luce (Harrison Jr) is a former child soldier from a war-torn African country who now 
lives in the US as the son of white, liberal middle-class parents. As his high school’s brightest hope, Luce seems 
destined to achieve great things, but after he delivers a politically-charged paper, his English teacher (Spencer) 
becomes suspicious that something darker may lurk beneath his highly-controlled exterior.  
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less) 

MON 4 NOV 18:15 NFT1 
 

TV Preview: The War of the Worlds + Q&A 
Mammoth Screen-BBC One 2019. Dir Craig Viveiros. With Eleanor Tomlinson, Rafe Spall, Robert Carlyle, Rupert 
Graves. Ep1 60min 
This thrilling three-part series, written by Peter Harness (McMafia, Doctor Who), offers a series of firsts: this is 
the first British television adaptation of HG Wells’ classic novel, and the first version to be set in London and 
the home counties during the Edwardian period. The War of the Worlds follows George (Spall) and his partner 
Amy (Tomlinson) as they attempt to defy society and start a life together. When they are caught up in the 
escalating terror of an alien invasion, they have to fight for their lives against an enemy beyond their 
comprehension... 
TUE 5 NOV 18:15 NFT1 
 

Preview: Frozen 2 + Q&A with directors Jennifer Lee and Chris Buck 
USA 2019. Dirs Jennifer Lee, Chris Buck. With the voices of Idina Menzel, Kristen Bell, Josh Gad, Evan Rachel 
Wood, Jonathan Groff. Digital. RT and cert tbc. Courtesy of Walt Disney Studios (UK) 
Elsa’s peaceful life in Arendelle is disrupted when she starts hearing sounds that beckon her to travel to the 
north of the kingdom and beyond. Joined by Anna, Kristoff, Olaf and Sven she sets off on a journey to learn 
where her powers came from, and find a way to save their land. Be one of the first to enjoy this much-
anticipated magical adventure.  
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less) 



FRI 15 NOV 18:30 NFT1 
 
Preview: The Amazing Johnathan Documentary + Q&A 
USA 2019. Dir Benjamin Berman. 91min. Digital. Cert tbc. Courtesy of Dogwoof 
In 2014 comic-magician John Edward Szeles – famed for his wild live shows and 13-year residency on the Las 
Vegas strip – was diagnosed with a serious heart condition and given a year to live. Three years later he invites 
director Ben Berman to follow him as he plans his comeback tour. This frequently hilarious documentary 
captures the subject’s audacious trickery, leaving Berman struggling to tell truth from illusion as he attempts 
to get the measure of this uniquely ‘amazing’ man. 
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less) 
TUE 19 NOV 18:30 NFT1 
 
Preview: Knives Out 
USA 2019. Dir Rian Johnson. With Chris Evans, Ana de Armas, Daniel Craig, Toni Collette. 130min. Digital. Cert 
tbc. Courtesy of Lionsgate 
Rian Johnson (Looper, Star Wars: The Last Jedi) injects fresh magic into a beloved genre with a film that’s as 
sharp as the murder weapon. The progeny of murder-mystery novelist Harlan Thrombey (Christopher 
Plummer) have been living off him for years. When he turns up dead it seems no-one has a motive for killing 
the golden goose – can debonair ‘Kentucky-fried’ PI Benoit Blanc (Craig) solve the mystery? Johnson’s 
impeccably written and designed crime caper is full of unexpected twists and turns from start to finish. 
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less) 
TUE 26 NOV 20:20 NFT1 
 
 

KERMODE LIVE 
IN 3D Let’s talk about film... 

 

Mark Kermode Live in 3D at the BFI 
TRT 90min 
Mark Kermode Live in 3D at the BFI is a monthly conversation between you (the audience) and one of the 
nation’s favourite and most respected film critics. With the help of surprise guests from the industry, Kermode 
will explore, critique and dissect movies past and present and reveal his or his guests’ cinematic guilty 
pleasures. Get involved by tweeting your questions in advance to @KermodeMovie #MK3D. 
Tickets £20, concs £16 (Members pay £2 less) 
MON 21 OCT 18:30 NFT1 / MON 25 NOV 18:30 NFT1 
 

 

MEMBER EXCLUSIVES 
These events are exclusive to BFI Members and their guests. 
Join today at bfi.org.uk/join 
 

Member Salon: Sorry We Missed You 
TRT 60min 
Our regular discussion series for Members and their guests returns this month with a closer look at Ken 
Loach’s latest film. Join your fellow Members to discuss this vivid portrayal of a working-class family affected 
by the socio-economic changes in contemporary Britain. 
Members can book a joint ticket to the Salon and the screening on Mon 4 Nov for themselves and their guests 
for just £6.  
Members who’ve watched the film on another date are also welcome to come along to the free discussion by 
showing their Membership card to admit themselves and a guest on a first-come, first-served basis. 
FILM: MON 4 NOV 18:10 NFT2 / SALON: MON 4 NOV 20:10 BLUE ROOM 
 
Dirty Dancing 
USA 1987. Dir Emile Ardolino. With Patrick Swayze, Jennifer Grey, Jerry Orbach, Cynthia Rhodes. 100min. 
Digital. 15 



There’s romance, dancing and heartache as 17-year-old Baby falls for dance instructor Johnny Castle while on 
a family holiday in the Catskills. An instant fan favourite, and a now a cult hit, Dirty Dancing was showered with 
awards for ‘(I’ve had) the Time of My Life’ and still has one of the best movie soundtracks around.  
WED 16 OCT 20:40 NFT3 
 
Member Picks: Invasion of the Body Snatchers 
USA 1956. Dir Don Siegel. With Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter, Larry Gates, King Donovan. 80min. Digital. PG 
In Santa Mira, California, there’s a panic brewing – people seem to be going missing, supposedly replaced by 
emotionless clones. Is this mass hysteria justified? Could it really be the beginning of an invasion that 
threatens the future of the planet? With themes of identity loss and post-war conformity, this sci-fi classic 
chimed with McCarthyite-era audiences. 
FRI 29 NOV 21:00 NFT2 
 
 
NEW RELEASES  
The best new cinema for you to enjoy, with plenty of screening dates to choose from 
 

Sorry We Missed You 
UK-France-Belgium 2019. Dir Ken Loach. With Kris Hitchen, Debbie Honeywood, Rhys Stone, Katie Proctor. 
100min. Digital. Cert tbc. An eOne release 
Again written by Paul Laverty and set in Newcastle, Sorry We Missed You centres on former labourer Ricky, in-
home carer Abbie and their two kids, Seb and Lisa Jane. Ricky thinks his new ‘self-employed’ status, driving for 
a big delivery company, will be an end to debt – but are there enough hours in the day for Ricky and Abbie to 
get their work done, let alone function as a family? Understandably angered by how ordinary lives are affected 
by the gig economy, Loach and Laverty have created a film that is beautifully crafted and performed, deeply 
moving and all too timely. 
OPENS FRI 1 NOV 
 
Judy & Punch 
Australia 2019. Dir Mirrah Foulkes. With Mia Wasikowska, Damon Herriman, Benedict Hardie, Don Bridges. 
105min. Digital. Cert TBC. A Picturehouse release 
Life imitates art with a husband-and-wife’s ‘Punch and Judy’ act, and when Punch (Herriman) beats his wife 
Judy (Wasikowska) it’s one time too many. When they arrive at her hometown of Seaside with a baby in tow, 
it’s clear that Judy is done, and she’s ready to put his domestic reign behind her. When she unexpectedly 
comes across a group of exiles, they might just hold the key to her future. Mirrah Foulkes’ debut feature is 
quirky, funny, grubby, disturbing and thought provoking – proving she’s a director to keep an eye on. 
OPENS FRI 15 NOV 
 
 
RE-RELEASES 
We’ve selected these key classics (many newly restored) for you to enjoy, with plenty of screening dates to 
choose from 
 

Singin’ in the Rain 
USA 1952. Dirs Gene Kelly, Stanley Donen. With Gene Kelly, Donald O’Connor, Debbie Reynolds, Jean Hagen. 
103min. Digital. U. A BFI release  
Few pinnacles of creativity are as outrageously enjoyable as Kelly and Donen’s Technicolor love song to 
Hollywood Gene Kelly stars as silent movie idol Don Lockwood, in love with chorus girl Kathy (Reynolds), at war 
with leading lady Lina (Hagen) and desperate to save his career when the arrival of the talkies threatens 
disaster. Written by the great Betty Comden and Adolph Green, Singin’ easily qualifies as one of the best film 
comedies – helium-voiced Hagen’s attempts to cope with the newfangled sound technology are belly-laugh 
funny. But it’s in the musical numbers where the film soars: from the dreamily romantic ‘You Were Meant for 
Me’ to the sexual tension between Kelly and Charisse in ‘Broadway Melody’ to the iconic title song. Joyous.  

Also available on  
FROM FRI 18 OCT  

SENIORS’ MATINEE + INTRO, TUE 22 OCT 14:00 NFT1 



 

Tommy 
UK 1975. Dir Ken Russell. With Ann-Margret, Oliver Reed, Roger Daltrey, Elton John, Jack Nicholson. 108min. 
Digital. 15. A BFI release 
After witnessing the murder of his father, traumatised Tommy is left unable to see, speak or hear. From pinball  
champion to messiah, the adult Tommy (Daltrey) is accompanied on his journey by some of the most 
memorable visuals and performances in British cinema: Tina Turner as the hypodermic-happy Acid Queen; a 
towering Elton John in skyscraper boots; and Ann-Margret writhing in a deluge of chocolate and baked beans. 
Ken Russell’s virtuosity and iconoclasm are intoxicating, while the film’s targets of consumerism, religion and 
deluded leaders remain unnervingly prescient. This is rock opera as it should be: played at full volume in every 
sense. 
FROM FRI 22 NOV 

 

Eyes Wide Shut 
UK-USA 1999. Dir Stanley Kubrick. With Tom Cruise, Nicole Kidman, Sydney Pollack, Todd Field. 159min. Digital. 
18. A Park Circus release 
The date of this re-release of Eyes Wide Shut isn’t accidental; it’s time to reappraise it as a Kubrickian 
Christmas movie Kubrick’s final film, released posthumously, is an incredible display of precision and suspense, 
featuring a fragile relationship played out by (then) real-life couple Kidman and Cruise. When Alice Harford 
admits to her husband Bill that’s she’s having sexual thoughts about another man, it sets off an obsession in 
him to have an erotic encounter – which leads him into an unforgiving world that he isn’t prepared for. Shot 
over a mammoth 15-month period, and based on Arthur Schnitzler’s novella Traumnovelle, Eyes Wide Shut 
explores the seductive and dangerous sexual underbelly of New York’s elite. 

Also available on  
+ Never Just a Dream: Stanley Kubrick and Eyes Wide Shut 
UK 2019. Dir Matt Wells. 8min 
A documentary exploring Kubrick’s enigmatic swansong. 
FROM FRI 29 NOV 

 

 

BIG SCREEN CLASSICS 

 
Bicycle Thieves Ladri di biciclette + intro by Geoff Andrew, Programmer-at-large* 
Italy 1948. Dir Vittorio De Sica. With Lamberto Maggiorani, Enzo Staiola, Lianella Carell. 89min. Digital. EST. U 
De Sica’s classic – about a father and son scouring postwar Rome for the stolen bicycle on which the former’s 
new job depends – meets all the Italian neorealists’ requirements for a film deemed true to life: an everyday 
story about ‘ordinary’ working-class folk shot on location with a cast of non-professional actors. Carlo 
Montuori’s camerawork and the two lead performances carry the day. 

Also available on  
MON 14 OCT 20:50 STUDIO / WED 23 OCT 18:00 NFT2* / MON 11 NOV 14:30 STUDIO / FRI 22 NOV 18:10 
NFT2 
 
The Naked City + intro by film critic Pamela Hutchinson* 
USA 1948. Dir Jules Dassin. With Barry Fitzgerald, Howard Duff, Dorothy Hart. 96min. Digital 4K. PG  
Around the same time as Italy’s neorealists, journalist-turned-Hollywoodproducer Mark Hellinger was also 
experimenting with innovative location shooting. This, his final, most documentary-like film, follows two 
detectives as they investigate the death of a young woman. William Daniels’ cinematography vividly captures 
New York – perhaps unsurprisingly since photographer Weegee (Arthur Fellig) was on hand as visual 
consultant. 
TUE 15 OCT 18:11 STUDIO / FRI 25 OCT 20:40 NFT2 / WED 30 OCT 18:10 NFT2* / SUN 17 NOV 15:20 NFT3 
 
Poor Cow 
UK 1967. Dir Ken Loach. With Carol White, Terence Stamp, John Bindon. 102min. Digital. 15 
Adapted from Nell Dunn’s novel, Loach’s first theatrical feature (made after the acclaimed TV film Cathy Come 
Home) charts the faltering progress of the sadly misnamed Joy (White) who, when her brutish husband is 



imprisoned, takes up with his associate Dave (Stamp). The school of hard knocks, socio-political relevance, 
evocative locations, naturalistic acting... even now, Loach remains true to his younger self. 

Available on  
THU 17 OCT 20:45 NFT3 / SAT 26 OCT 20:50 NFT3 / FRI 8 NOV 18:20 NFT3 
 
The General + intro by Geoff Andrew, Programmer-at-large* 
USA 1926. Dirs Buster Keaton, Clyde Bruckman. With Buster Keaton, Marion Mack, Glen Cavender. 79min. 
Digital 4K. With live piano accompaniment on 16 Oct, otherwise Carl Davis score. U 
Keaton’s masterpiece – a Civil War chase-movie in which a railway driver goes in solo pursuit of his engine, 
hijacked by enemy spies – is one of the greatest comedies ever made. It’s also remarkable, however, for the 
accuracy of its costumes, sets, props and technology. Visually convincing and beautiful, it’s been compared by 
critic David Robinson to Mathew Brady’s Civil War photographs.  

Available on  
WED 16 OCT 18:20 NFT1* / SUN 27 OCT 16:00 STUDIO / SAT 30 NOV 14:40 NFT1 
 
The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance 
USA 1962. Dir John Ford. With John Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin. 123min. Digital. U 
John Ford’s magisterial western explores the relative effectiveness of the law (represented by idealistic lawyer 
James Stewart) and brute force (represented by pragmatic rancher John Wayne) in dealing with an outlaw 
tormenting a town. The film offers a deeply elegiac, ironic reflection on the passing of the Old West and the 
advent of ‘civilisation’. And what of historical reality? ‘When the legend becomes fact, print the legend.’ 

Available on  
SUN 20 OCT 15:20 NFT3 / THU 31 OCT 14:30 NFT3 / THU 14 NOV 18:10 NFT3 
 
Apocalypse Now: Final Cut 
USA 1979. Dir Francis Ford Coppola. With Martin Sheen, Robert Duvall, Marlon Brando. 183min. Digital 4K. 15 
This visceral epic sees Martin Sheen’s captain sent upriver to ‘terminate’ a renegade colonel (Brando) who’s 
conducting his own war in Cambodia. Coppola’s tell-it-as-it-was approach to the Vietnam War takes its story 
from Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness and its aesthetic from hallucinatory, no-holds-barred spectacle. Here, 
Coppola revels in the grandiose, the bizarre, the absurd and the unnervingly ominous: war, in short, as 
madness. 

Available on  
SAT 19 OCT 19:30 NFT1 / SUN 10 NOV 19:30 NFT1 / TUE 12 NOV 19:30 BFI IMAX 
 
Late Spring Banshun + intro by Dr Jinhee Choi (King’s College London)*  
Japan 1949. Dir Yasujiro Ozu. With Chishu Ryu, Setsuko Hara, Yumeji, Tsukioka. 108min. Digital. EST. U 
This wondrously gentle and insightful study of the tensions that develop, almost unnoticed, between a 
widowed professor and his daughter when he’s persuaded she should get married, typifies Ozu’s ‘mature’ 
style: a simple, largely de-dramatised story of family life; naturalistic, seemingly trivial ‘everyday’ dialogue; 
meticulously composed, calmly observational images shot with a static camera; and a close attention to the 
smallest, subtlest telling details. 

Available on  
FRI 18 OCT 18:10 NFT2 / TUE 29 OCT 14:30 NFT3 / WED 27 NOV 18:20 NFT1* 
 
Journey to Italy Viaggio in Italia 
Italy-France 1954. Dir Roberto Rossellini. With Ingrid Bergman, George Sanders, Maria Mauban. 86min. Digital. 
EST. PG 
Rossellini’s groundbreaking study of a marriage on the rocks (famously acclaimed by Godard, Rohmer and 
other Cahiers critics) is extraordinary for how it simplysits back to observe, with unsentimental, almost 
scientific detachment, the boredom and bitterness that beset an English couple visiting Italy to sell a villa 
they’ve inherited. The evocative use of landscape and sense of solitude even in company anticipate the later 
work of Michelangelo Antonioni. 

Available on  
MON 21 OCT 20:40 NFT2 / THU 7 NOV 20:40 NFT2 TUE 26 NOV 14:30 STUDIO / FRI 29 NOV 18:00 NFT3 
 



Longing Sehnsucht + intro by Geoff Andrew, Programmer-at-large* 
Germany 2006. Dir Valeska Grisebach. With Ilka Welz, Anett Dornbusch, Andreas Müller. 86min. 35mm EST. 15 
Notwithstanding a potentially melodramatic story – a happily married fireman embarks on an affair after an 
unexpected one-night stand – Grisebach achieves an utterly persuasive low-key realism through naturalistic 
acting (as with 2017’s Western, she worked closely with non-professional actors for a long time before filming 
began), unflashy camerawork and editing, and a revealing focus on gestures and glances rather than dialogue. 
TUE 22 OCT 20:40 NFT2 / FRI 1 NOV 18:30 NFT2 / WED 6 NOV 18:20 NFT2* 
 

Without a Cause + intro by film critic Thirza Wakefield* 
USA 1955. Dir Nicholas Ray. With James Dean, Natalie Wood, Sal Mineo. 111min. Digital. PG 
For what would become an iconic youth movie, Nicholas Ray conducted extensive research to gain a better 
understanding of why kids from comfortable middle-class families might end up in trouble. While his precise, 
discreetly expressionist direction speaks volumes, it’s the directness of the three lead performances – 
especially that of the Method-influenced Dean – which provides the film’s emotional power and authenticity. 
THU 24 OCT 20:45 NFT3 / SUN 3 NOV 20:11 NFT2 / WED 13 NOV 18:00 NFT3* 
 

Raging Bull + intro by Geoff Andrew, Programmer-at-large* 
USA 1980. Dir Martin Scorsese. With Robert De Niro, Cathy Moriarty, Joe Pesci. 129min. Digital. 18  
Scorsese’s account of the rise and fall of middleweight champion Jake La Motta – a searing study of 
inarticulate, violent, agonised masculinity – is notable for the raw realism of its scenes outside the ring (the 
fights themselves are highly stylised). The sheer physicality of the mise-enscène is matched by how De Niro 
famously put on weight to portray the boxer in his later years. 
SAT 16 NOV 20:30 NFT1 / THU 21 NOV 20:25 NFT1 / WED 20 NOV 18:00 NFT1* 
 

Love Streams 
USA 1984. Dir John Cassavetes. With John Cassevetes, Gena Rowlands, Diahnne Abbott, Seymour Cassel. 
140min. Digital. 15 
For Cassavetes, authenticity was about performance, and here he and Rowlands – as a boozy writer fending off 
loneliness, and a divorcee striving to hang on to her family and peace of mind – give their all. The commitment 
to making everything feel immediate means we learn only after a while how the characters are connected – 
yet that makes their connection richer, more complex, more credible.  
THU 17 OCT 20:20 STUDIO / MON 4 NOV 20:20 NFT2 / TUE 12 NOV 18:00 NFT3 
 

The Last of the Mohicans (director’s definitive cut) 
USA 1992. Dir Michael Mann. With Daniel Day-Lewis, Madeleine Stowe, Russell Means, Wes Studi. 114min. 
Digital. 12A 
James Fennimore Cooper’s novel about Hawkeye, a child of white settlers adopted by the Mohicans who later 
plays a key role in the 18th-century war between the English, the French and their allies, is adapted by Michael 
Mann with his customary concern with historical accuracy. Mann assembles a stylish blend of action-
adventure, love story and western, while Day-Lewis’ punctilious, charismatic performance fits the bill to 
perfection. 
WED 16 OCT 20:45 STUDIO / MON 18 NOV 20:40 STUDIO / SAT 23 NOV 16:00 NFT3 
 

Aguirre, der Zorn Gottes 
West Germany-Mexico-Peru 1972. Dir Werner Herzog. With Klaus Kinski, Cecilia Rivera, Ruy Guerra. 94min. 
Digital. EST. PG 
Herzog’s acclaimed account of the search for El Dorado undertaken by a band of Spanish conquistadors signals 
its verisimilitude through a decidedly unromantic, un-heroic depiction of the doomed mission, and through the 
sheer intensity of Kinski’s performance as the unhinged Aguirre. But the authenticity of his approach is also 
conveyed through constant visual reminders of the logistical difficulty – indeed, the danger – of the film shoot 
itself. 

Also available on  
THU 17 OCT 18:15 STUDIO / SAT 2 NOV 20:10 NFT1 / SAT 9 NOV 20:40 NFT3 
 

Cleo from 5 to 7 Cléo de 5 à 7 



France-Italy 1962. Dir Agnès Varda. Corinne Marchand, Antoine Bourseiller, Michel Legrand. 90min. Digital. 
EST. PG 
Varda’s gem chronicles two hours spent by a singer as she makes her way to hospital to get the results of an 
important medical test. That her predicament feels genuine – despite a magical interlude when she suddenly 
sings Sans toi – is due less to the use of (almost) real-time than to the documentary-style depiction of the folk 
populating the Parisian streets that Cléo passes through.  
WED 16 OCT 18:40 STUDIO / TUE 5 NOV 20:45 NFT3 / FRI 15 NOV 20:45 NFT1 
 

This Sporting Life 
UK 1963. Dir Lindsay Anderson. With Richard Harris, Rachel Roberts, Alan Badel, Colin Blakely. 134min. Digital. 
12A 
‘Free cinema’ realism was frequently about working-class characters in the north of England, and Anderson’s 
finest film is no exception. But in charting the faltering relationship between a volatile miner-turned-rugby 
player (Harris) and his widowed landlady (Roberts), Anderson finds poetry and passion both on the pitch (with 
slow-motion accentuating sweat and mud) and off (more about ‘muck and brass’). 

Also available on  
TUE 15 OCT 20:20 STUDIO / SUN 10 NOV 15:00 NFT2 / TUE 19 NOV 18:00 NFT3 
 

A Fistful of Dollars Per un pugno di dollari 
Italy-West Germany-Spain 1964. Dir Sergio Leone. With Clint Eastwood, Gian Maria Volonté, Marianne Koch. 
100min. Digital. EST 
Even as they proceeded towards operatic stylisation and archetypal characters, Leone’s spaghetti westerns 
highlighted both physical and ethical squalor – dirt, in short – to provide a persuasively less romantic image of 
the West than the myths traditionally offered by Hollywood. The success of his first film starring Eastwood as 
the nameless amoral protagonist, with its story lifted from Akira Kurosawa’s Yojimbo, helped transform the 
genre.  
MON 14 OCT 18:40 STUDIO / MON 11 NOV 21:10 BFI IMAX / SUN 24 NOV 15:00 NFT3 / THU 28 NOV 14:30 
NFT2 
 
 

SPECIAL FILMS & EVENTS 

Dates for your cultural diary, from DVD/Blu-ray launches to weekenders, film summits and festivals 
 

Once Upon a Time in the West: 50 Years On 
TRT 80min 
Christopher Frayling is Sergio Leone’s biographer and the author of a major new book entitled Once Upon a 
Time in the West: Shooting a Masterpiece. In this illustrated lecture, Frayling will share rare on-set 
photographs, art director Carlo Simi’s designs, and discoveries from the Italian archives. When it was released 
in 1969 critics were expecting another Dollars film from Leone, so the reception was lukewarm at best. Since 
then, however, the reputation of Once Upon a Time in the West has grown to the point where it’s now 
considered one of the greatest westerns ever made.  
Christopher Frayling will be signing copies of his new book after the event  
Joint ticket available with Once Upon a Time in the West £18, concs £15 (Members pay £2 less) 
THU 17 OCT 18:10 NFT1 
 

Once Upon a Time in the West C’era una volta il West  
Italy-USA 1968. Dir Sergio Leone. With Henry Fonda, Charles Bronson, Claudia Cardinale, Jason Robards. 
165min. Digital. EST 
With evocative landscapes, soundscapes and photography, Sergio Leone’s sweeping western will linger in your 
memory – like a haunting harmonica refrain – long after the credits have rolled. Charles Bronson plays the 
stranger who reluctantly joins forces with a notorious bandit (Robards) in order to protect a beautiful widow 
(Cardinale) from a man even more ruthless than themselves. 
THU 17 OCT 19:50 NFT1 
 

Talkies: 1934-1940 
TRT 90min 



Set up in 1934 by Himansu Rai and Devika Rani, Bombay Talkies became India’s most successful film studio 
during the early period of sound cinema. Alongside dramas and comedies, it produced films that were rich in 
song and dance such as Kismat (1943) and Mahal (1948) and was a forerunner of the Bollywood musical. The 
studio set a high standard for production and drew on a wide number of European technicians in its early days, 
with Rai seeing film as a medium for education as well as entertainment. Join Dr Eleanor Halsall of King’s 
College London for this insightful look at a pioneering studio and its prolific output. 
Tickets £6.50 

THU 7 NOV 18:00 BLUE ROOM 
 

Game of Thrones: A Celebration 
TRT 95min 
To celebrate the final season of Game of Thrones earlier this year, HBO is partnering with the BFI to showcase 
a global retrospective of one of the biggest shows on the planet. The evening will consist of never-before-seen 
special features and an in-depth panel discussion with both on and off-screen talent.  
Tickets are free from the BFI box office on the day of the event, but you can make a voluntary donation of 
£12.50 (no concs, Members pay £2 less) to assist with covering costs and to reserve your seat in advance 
Check bfi.org.uk for guest confirmations  
Game of Thrones: The Complete Collection will be released on Blu-ray and DVD on Mon 2 Dec 
MON 18 NOV 18:15 NFT1 
 

BFI Flipside Blu-ray-DVD Launch: Legend of the Witches + intro 
UK 1970. Dir Malcolm Leigh. With Alex Sanders, Maxine Sanders, Guy Standeven. 78min. Digital. 15 
An evocative, esoteric, rural exploration of Wicca as it was practised at the end of the 1960s – including night- 
time ritual, reflections on the history of Wicca and a poetic examination of a black mass. This influential 
counter-cultural documentary of pagan belief is austere and striking in this brand-new, digitally remastered 
edition. It centres on the rituals of celebrated Notting Hill Witch King and Queen, Alex and Maxine Sanders. 
This screening marks the launch of its BFI Flipside dual-format release, alongside post-hippy occult piece, 
Secret Rites (Derek Ford, 1971). Doug Weir, BFI Technical Manager, will introduce the screening and discuss 
the digital remastering of the film in conversation with witchcraft scholar Christina Oakley Harrington and 
programmers William Fowler and Vic Pratt. 

Also available on  
MON 14 OCT 18:15 NFT1 
 

The Tingler 
USA 1959. Dir William Castle. With Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn, Darryl Hickman, Patricia Cutts. 82min. Digital. 
15 
In this cult classic from B-movie maestro William Castle, a parasitic creature that’s attracted by fear and grabs 
hold of your spinal cord is discovered by Doctor Chapin (Price). While we may not have Percepto! in our 
cinema screens (a vibrating device fitted under some seats on the film’s release), you’re still sure of a shock or 
two this Halloween. And remember; in the words of Castle himself, ‘a scream at the right time may save your 
life’.  
THU 31 OCT 18:30 NFT1 
 

Films to Be Buried With 
TRT 80min 
Join comedian-actor-writer-plumber Brett Goldstein, creator of the hit podcast Films to Be Buried With, as he 
takes his celebrity guest through their ideal death and over to the other side... His guest will discuss their life 
through the films that meant the most to them: the first film they saw; the films that made them cry; the films 
that scared them and many more. You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll want to shout out your own answers. Come 
and join the cinematic fun for the ultimate chat about life, death and movies. 
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less) 

TUE 29 OCT 20:30 NFT1  
 

 

REGULAR PROGRAMME 



We have something for everyone – whether you’re into silent treasures, LGBTQ+ cinema, experimental works 
or want to bring the kids to a Funday preview… 
 

AFRICAN ODYSSEYS 
Inspirational films by and about the people of Africa, from archive classics to new cinema and docs 
 
Barrow: Freedom Fighter + Q&A with director Marcia Weekes (work permitting) 
Barbados 2016. Dir Marcia Weekes. With Eric Holder, Adrian Holmes, Lisa Arrindell, Robert Riley. 84min. 
Digital. Cert tbc 
Narrated by former US Attorney General Eric Holder, this passionate docudrama tells the story of Errol Barrow, 
the first prime minister of Barbados and former long-serving RAF pilot in WWII. Barrow was committed to 
social equality, education for all and wider Caribbean independence. He was also known for his long-standing 
relationship with Nina Simone and his appetite for life. Tony Warner of Black History Walks will introduce the 
screening and director Marcia Weekes hopes to join us – in person or via Skype – to discuss the film 
afterwards. 
SAT 9 NOV 14:00 NFT1 
 
 
WOMAN WITH A MOVIE CAMERA 
We celebrate women’s contribution to cinema and spotlight female stories 
 
Preview: Making Waves: The Art of Cinematic Sound + Skype Q&A with director Midge Costin 
USA 2019 Dir Midge Costin. With Walter Murch, Sofia Coppola, Bobbi Banks, Hans Zimmer. 94min. Digital. Cert 
TBC. Courtesy of Dogwoof 
Listen up! Midge Costin’s many-layered chronicle of the development of sound in the movies, co-produced by 
Bobette Buster and Karen Johnson, is compelling and authoritative. ‘Our ears lead our eyes to where the story 
lives’, says Spielberg – one of many visionary directors and sound designers revealing the inspiration and 
science behind the development of their craft. From the set of Funny Girl (who knew Streisand was a sound 
pioneer?) to the game-changing Apocalypse Now, we hear from men and women whose work is little 
championed but transforms the narrative world of cinema.  
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less) 
Supported by 

 
TUE 29 OCT 18:15 NFT3 
 
 
AMERICAN INDEPENDENT: A FOCUS ON SHIRLEY CLARKE 
Our monthly Experimenta programme gives you a chance to explore this boundary-pushing, influential 
filmmaker 
 
Shirley Clarke was a dynamic, bold independent filmmaker, inspired by dance and jazz. Key in the early days of 
the New American Cinema, she rejected the objective truth claims of documentary and aimed for a ‘duality of 
fantasy and reality’ – infusing her work with Beat spirit. The titles in this centenary exploration of Clarke’s work 
can be read as a series of proposals for a different type of cinema.  
 
Rome Is Burning: The Legacy of American Independent Shirley Clarke + discussion 
TRT 130min 
At a time of underground film development and canon formation, Shirley Clarke aspired to reach a wide-
ranging audience. In Rome Is Burning (1970) we see her holding court at a party, talking in depth about her 
personal approach to film (look out for cameos from Yoko Ono and Jacques Rivette). Butterfly (1967), the 
beautiful anti-Vietnam film that Clarke made with her daughter, and the highly rhythmic Tongues (1982) also 



illustrate the breadth of her interests and the diversity of her output. Following the screening, artist Kim 
Coleman and creative producer Tega Okiti will discuss Clarke’s work in a panel chaired by Selina Robertson of 
Club des Femmes. 
WED 23 OCT 18:10 NFT3 
 
Ornette: Made in America + intro by broadcaster and writer Kevin Le Gendre* 
USA 1985. Dir Shirley Clarke. 88min. Digital  
In her last feature, Clarke experimented with the documentary form to reflect the radical work of legendary 
African- American jazz musician and composer, Ornette Coleman. She not only captured Coleman’s 
extraordinary career in an innovative way, but also the American jazz scene of the 1960s and 70s. Alongside 
this we also screen Clarke’s short films Dance in the Sun (1953) and 24 Frames Per Second (1977). 
WED 20 NOV 20:30 NFT2 / SAT 23 NOV 20:40 NFT3 
 
 
TERROR VISION 
The darker side of cinema; films that will horrify and astound 
 
Night of the Demons 
USA 1988. Dir Kevin S Tenney. With William Gallo, Amelia Kinkade, Linnea Quigley. 90min. Digital. 15 
It’s Halloween night and bad-girl Angela is hosting a party. But her spooky shindig takes a nightmarish turn 
after an impromptu séance unleashes a demonic force hell-bent on carving up more than just pumpkins. Will 
any of her guests survive until morning? Wickedly inventive, ghoulishly grotesque and deliciously tasteless, this 
much-loved 80s cult classic is the ultimate Halloween treat. 
THU 31 OCT 20:40 NFT3 
 
The House with Laughing Windows La casa dalle finestre che ridono 
Italy 1976. Dir Pupi Avati. With Lino Capolicchio, Francesca Marciano, Gianni Cavina. 110min. 35mm EST. 18 
Artist Stefano travels to a remote Italian village to restore the local church’s ghoulish fresco. Hearing rumours 
that the original painter tortured his subjects to capture the true agonies of death, Stefano gradually uncovers 
the terrifying secrets of this sleepy place. Unlike many Italian horrors of the time, Pupi Avati’s macabre 
masterpiece forgoes baroque set-pieces in favour of slow-burn, insidious dread. The results are unforgettable. 
THU 28 NOV 20:45 NFT3 
 
 
SILENT CINEMA 
Enjoy the best international restorations, often with a live musical accompaniment 
 
Happy Birthday, Mr Paul! + intro by BFI curator Bryony Dixon 
TRT 100min 
British film pioneer Robert Paul was born in London 150 years ago this month. After an accidental start in 
‘animated photography’, he established the first real film studio in North London in 1898, and with his wife 
Ellen made over 700 films, creating the foundations for what we take for granted as cinema today. In this 
unique anniversary celebration, Ian Christie will reveal the hidden history behind this genius pioneer, 
highlighting recent discoveries and restorations from around the world. 
SUN 27 OCT 13:30 NFT1 
 
 
FUTURE FILM 
Screenings, industry guests and networking events for 16 to 25-year-olds 
 
Future Film Labs: Editors 
Future Film Labs offers industry insight, practical masterclasses, professional advice and networking for young 
emerging filmmakers. An editor’s decisions can make or break a film – this month our guest panel reveals how.  
We wrap up with free networking drinks featuring drop-in scripting, casting and career surgeries with script 
doctors and our partners Backstage and Screenskills. 
Tickets £6 or bring a friend for £10  
BFI Future Film supported by  



 
Headline sponsor of Future Film Labs: 

 
SAT 23 NOV 12:30 NFT3 
 
 
BFI FAMILIES  

 

Willy Wonka & The Chocolate Factory + Q&A with Lyricist Leslie Bricusse 
USA-Germany 1971. Dir Mel Stuart. With Gene Wilder, Peter Ostrum, Julie Dawn Cole, Roy Kinnear. 100min. 
Digital. U 
Gene Wilder was born to play Willy Wonka, the enigmatic recluse who runs a factory that makes the finest  
chocolate. When he announces a golden ticket lottery for a small group of children to come and visit his home 
of sweets, Charlie Bucket can only dream of being able to afford even one Wonka Bar for his own. But 
sometimes dreams do come true... 
SUN 20 OCT 12:00 NFT3 
 
Bugsy Malone 
UK 1976. Dir Alan Parker. With Jodie Foster, Scott Baio, John Cassisi, Florence Garland. 93min. Digital. U 
Alan Parker turns the old-school prohibition gangster movie on its head with this smart, innovative musical 
featuring children as their adult counterparts and cream pies instead of bullets. This timeless gem features 
some great songs by Paul Williams including ‘You Give a Little Love’ and ‘Fat Sam’s Grand Slam’. 
SUN 27 OCT 13:50 NFT2 
 
The 5000 Fingers of Dr. T 
USA 1953. Dir Roy Rowland. With Peter Lind Hayes, Mary Healy, Hans Conried, Tommy Rettig. 89min. Digital. U 
Dr Seuss’ family musical follows young Bart Collins, who dreams that his piano teacher, Dr Terwilliker, has built 
a huge piano with 500 children being forced to practice playing on it for eternity! This rarely screened cult 
favourite is smart, surreal and still feels fresh today. 
SUN 3 NOV 13:20 NFT3 
 
Mary Poppins 
USA 1964. Dir Robert Stevenson. With Julie Andrews, Dick Van Dyke, David Tomlinson, Karen Dotrice, Matthew 
Garber. 139min. Digital. U 
The Banks family are in disarray; perhaps a visit from their new nanny, Mary Poppins, will put them on the 
right track? But Mary Poppins isn’t like other nannies – with her magical know-how, a song for every occasion 
and an animate d world at her fingertips she might just be practically perfect in every way. 
SUN 10 NOV 12:30 NFT3 
 
Aladdin 
USA 1992. Dirs John Musker, Ron Clements. With the voices of Scott Weinger, Linda Larkin, Robin Williams. 
90min. Digital. U 
Aladdin and his monkey Abu live on the streets of Agrabah, but a chance encounter with (an undercover) 
Princess Jasmine changes his life forever. She can only marry a prince – so when Aladdin is led to a magic oil-
lamp containing a fast-talking genie surely it’s the ticket to his happily ever after? Re-live the magic and music 
of this Disney classic on the big screen. 
SUN 24 NOV 13:00 NFT3 
 
Spooky, Scary, Mysterious and Musical! 
Suitable for ages 8-12 (children work in age-related groups) 
This half-term filmmaking club at the BFI is a treat for children who love making friends, making films and 
dressing up! For Halloween we’ll be shooting spooky films complete with lots of special effects, but if that’s 



too scary we’re also getting musical and taking inspiration from Bugsy Malone to create all-singing, all-dancing 
mini movies too! 
For full details of each day’s activity visit bfi.org.uk/families 
Tickets £37.50 per child, siblings £22 
TUE 22, WEDS 23, THU 24 OCT 10:30-16:30 
 
Move It! Family Animators 
Suitable for children of all ages (accompanied by an adult) 
Spend a Sunday together learning about the fantastically creative process of stop-motion animation. Bring a 
memory device to take your film away on the day – movies are later uploaded to our YouTube channel.  
All materials are supplied, bring a packed lunch (or food can be purchased at the BFI)  
Tickets £24 for parent and  one child, siblings and additional parent/carer £11 each 
For more info contact: joanna.vandermeer@bfi.org.uk 
SUN 27 OCT 11:0 0-15: 30 
 
Bfi Learn About... 
Suitable for all home-educated children and their parents, our new monthly BFI Learn About... session is an 
inclusive place where curriculum subjects can be explored creatively using film and media. Each month offers a 
dif ferent subject area to be explored, using your newly-acquired filmmaking skills.  
Parents and child £ 22, siblings £8  
All materials are supplied 
THU 7 NOV 13:30-16:30 

mailto:joanna.vandermeer@bfi.org.uk

